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Walmart expanded into its final state Vermont , and also expanded into South America, with three new units
in Argentina and five in Brazil. In April , the company opened its first Sam's Club store, a membership-based
discount warehouse club , in Midwest City, Oklahoma. In fiscal , the company plans to open between 50 and
60 Supercenters, 85 to 95 Neighborhood Markets, 7 to 10 Sam's Clubs, and to international locations. In one
article written in USA today mentioned 32 different lawsuits that involved women suing Walmart. By ,
Wal-Mart was the most profitable retailer in the United States, [7] though it did not outsell K-Mart and Sears
in terms of value of items purchased until late or early  Their US presence had grown so rapidly that there
were only small pockets of the country that remained further than 60 miles away from the nearest Walmart.
Their stores also achieve the billion-dollar sales mark in one week in December  In June , Walmart employees
went on strike in several major cities in the United States. The majority of the suits are class action lawsuits in
which employees are suing for unpaid wages. Inspired by the successes of other discount department store
chains, Walton opened the second store in Harrison, Arkansas that year. In the same year Walmart also
branched out into several new markets, launching its pharmacy , auto service center, and jewelry divisions.
The supercenter concept features everything contained in an average Walmart discount store, in addition to a
tire and oil change shop, optical center, one-hour photo processing lab, portrait studio, and numerous alcove
shops such as banks, cellular telephone stores, hair and nail salons, video rental stores, and fast food outlets. In
response to the popularity of organic food supermarkets , such as Whole Foods and Wild Oats , Walmart
announced plans in May , to increase the amount of organic food available in its stores. All of the 63 stores
were gone from the Sam's Club website as of the morning of January  Ninety-five percent of these U. The
company entered the Chinese market in through a joint-venture agreement. The first stores opened in Virginia
in  Logo used from â€” This logo is still in use at many locations as hundreds of stores are being transitioned
to the newest logo On March 17, US President George H. Some of the stores had already liquidated, without
notifying employees; some employees learned by a company-wide email delivered January  On February 22, ,
the company confirmed it was acquiring the video streaming company Vudu, Inc.


